When venture capital has been invested into venture companies, venture capitalists and venture entrepreneurs form a principalagent relationship. Take into account the fact that the venture entrepreneur's effort is a long process, because the effort is not the same at different stage. Therefore, efforts variables are seen as the multistage dynamic variable, and venture investment principalagent model with venture entrepreneurs having multistage efforts is constructed on the basis of the classic principal-agent theory in the paper. Further, in the later stage effort of venture entrepreneurs is affected by the size of prestage benefit with venture capitalists and venture entrepreneurs; thus the fairness preference model is improved, and venture investment principal-agent model with venture entrepreneurs having multistage efforts is constructed on the basis of fairness preference theory. Both theoretical derivation and simulation have demonstrated that, under the condition of information asymmetry, if the fairness preference of venture entrepreneurs holds, then (1) venture capitalists provide venture entrepreneurs with level higher than that without fairness preference, (2) in every single stage venture entrepreneurs make efforts higher than those without fairness preference, and (3) in two periods both venture investors and venture entrepreneurs gain total real gains higher than those in two periods without fair preference.
Introduction
In general, venture capital investment or start-up investment is a way of venture capitalists investing their venture capital in a venture business. By joining in the operation, management, and the consulting service, venture capitalist (later shown as VC) promotes the venture business to become a large scale corporation and then sell their holdings to share the long-stage capital appreciation of the business's fast expansion. Three main subjects are involved during the process of a venture-financing: a venture investor, a VC, and an entrepreneur (later shown as EN). Among the three subjects, investor and the VC are major participants. In the process of a venture-financing, investor plays the core roles, which are the source of venture capital. Then the venture capital flows to a venture capital institution and, after the selection of VC, goes to the venture business. After the business's operation, the capital grows larger and then flows back to the venture capital institution. After that, the return is repaid to investors and thus forms a capital circulation and the dual principleagent relationships. One is between investors and the venture capitalist, while the other is between the venture capitalist and the entrepreneur. The principle-agent relationship between the VC and the EN is of key importance among the whole capital circulation, for it is related to venture capital's value maintenance and appreciation. During the initial process of investment, VC is not aware of the EN's operating talents, his efforts, and the profit and risk situation. The EN knows this fact and thus always makes decisions by maximizing his personal utility, always reduces efforts, overuses the venture capital, and does over investments. These behaviors lead to the moral hazard between the EN and the VC. This paper thus focuses on the principle-agent relationship between the VC and EN and on how to prevent or lower the moral hazard. Current researches have focused adequately on this relationship [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The themes of these 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society researches can be concluded as follows. First is about the feasible incentive mechanism design related to reducing the moral hazard. The design work is expected to motivate EN to make efforts and thus increase VC's utilities, to adopt negotiating mechanism to realize mutual benefit-sharing and risk-taking approaches. For example, Ying and Zhao [13] , from the perspective of VC, have concluded the dual principle-agent relationship and designed a mechanism to maximize the utilities of venture capital investors. Sahlman [14] believes that VC must enforce incentive constraint to EN based on observed information to unify the expected interest of the two groups of people. Shliefer and Vishy [15] have put out that, to a certain degree, by concentrating the control power on the minor large stockholders, investors interests can be protected, but this may easily lead to insider control. Second is the exploration into the historical achievement, the reputation, or the potentials of the EN. For example, Chan et al. [10] think that adverse selection issue can be partially solved by looking into the EN's historical performance, but this needs a complete performance evaluation system to assess the objectiveness and fairness of the venture capital investment market. Jin et al. [11] hold the point that the degree of staged effort, affected by reputation, is strictly greater than the degree without such affection, and the longer the affection remains, the greater the incentive effort to the EN is. Xu et al. [12] believe that both reputation and control power are the crucial components of venture capital incentive mechanism and thus explored the reputation effects on the incentive mechanism focusing on the control power to venture capital. This exploration is put out in three dimensions separately: stock, bonds, and convertible preferred stocks. Ai et al. think that, under the reputation incentive mechanism, the relative performance ratio is beneficial to solving the information asymmetry between VC and EN and is of positive directional use in completing the investment contract [16] .
Researches above have focused on the efforts of entrepreneurs that affect the value of businesses, but most are done in the static dimension. Only a limited number of scholars have focused on the dynamic efforts: Jin et al. [11] have researched VC's two-staged finance issue by supposing that each stage's production function is the function of effort in the according stage. Elitzur and Gavious have researched on the relationship between the venture investors and EN with a multistaged gaming model based on moral hazard. Based on the EN's efforts, they designed a multistaged incentive contract that prevents moral hazard [17] . Their results have showed that VC should delay the incentive to EN as late as possible, and debt contract is the optimal. Because Elitzur and Gavious have only considered the EN's moral hazards, thus the moral hazards from the VC are ignored. By taking the bilateral moral hazard and different effort the EN and VC into consideration, Zhang and Wei have improved the model of Elitzur and Gavious. They thus deduced the optimal incentive compensation model between VC and EN and analyzed certain factors affecting the contract's design and came up with the VC's best quitting point [18] . Arcot develops multistage model and shows that the participation and convertibility features of PCP stock can be used to reduce information asymmetry between the venture and potential investors at the time of exit. Further, the convertibility feature of PCP helps in alleviating the problem of insufficient entrepreneurial effort [19] . For other related studies, see [20] .
However, these multistage venture capital researches are all based on a fundamental assumption: VC and EN are completely rational. Recent studies have doubted this hypothesis, believing that not all individual behaviors can be explained by the new classical economics' utility maximization and that sometimes these explanations are different from the "real world." Kahneman et al. have also believed that businesses also care about fairness, for it is crucial role in establishing and maintaining relationships [21] . This, in fact, is the fairness preference issue in behavioral finance, and the ultimatum game, dictator game, gift-exchanging game, and trust game have funded the output of nonutility maximizing. To theorize this result, many researchers have designed some fair preference model. These models can be separated into two categories. One category believes that people care about whether the final result of distribution is fair. Participants care about both the material interest they have and the material interest others have. The character of this model is the supposition that the related bodies face a trade-off between their own interest and others' interest. That is to say an individual must weigh his own material interest and the fairness of distribution result. To show both individual interest and others' interests, Fehr and Schmidt have put out a simple linear utility function model [20] . Another category thinks that if one side believes that the other side is well-meant, then he will repay; otherwise if he believes that the other side is malicious, he will revenge [22] . This result provides powerful explanation to altruistic behaviors and collaboration. This paper innovates in the application of the theory above to the investment relationship between VC and EN. Currently, few Chinese papers apply fairness preference theories to investment researches. Feng et al. believe that, in venture investment market, VC and EN, especially VC, often show bounded rationality. Apart from profit, VC may have taken individual entertainment demand and personal fairness preference into account. They are looking for a satisfied solution, rather than the ultimate solution [23] . Aimed at VC and investors who obtain fair psychological preference, Li and Zhou have built a new paying model. By designing an effective incentive mechanism, they provide accordance to establishing a feasible paying contract [24] . But their research did not consider multistages. In reality we find a phenomenon: a decision-maker will be affected by previous profit when making different efforts. If higher previous (the − 1 stage) profit is obtained, then in later stage (the stage) the decision-maker will put out more efforts; if lower previous (the − 1 stage) profit is obtained, then in later stage (the stage) he will lack the initiative to work hard, which means that the decision-maker will make less efforts. To conclude, this means that VC will compare the profit in the stage with the profit in the ( −1) stage. This, in fact, is another statement of fairness preference theory. In relation to the contents above, this paper adopted a different fairness preference theory from the ones of Fehr and Schmidt (the fair preference theory of Fehr and Schmidt believes that, as the effect of fair Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 3 psychology, when people compare their own material interest with that of others, a side psychological effect will be created: jealousy will lead to negative utility when people's own material interest is lowered compared to that of others, and pride will lead to positive utility when people's own material interest is higher than that of others) and built a multistaged principal-agent model based on adapted fairness preference. The results show that if EN have fairness preference, the incentive degree to them from VC will increase. Thus the VC will higher the aggregation of previous efforts and current effort (which is uncertain), the risk cost is increased, and the incentive and total agent cost will be lowered.
The following passage goes as fellows. Section 2 shows the fundamental suggestion and model. As a benchmark, Section 3 builds the multistaged principle-agent model without basing on fairness preference under the condition of information asymmetry. Section 4 builds the multistaged model based on the adapted fairness preference theory under the condition of information asymmetry. Section 5 adopts the method of simulation to solve the equilibrium solution to the model (the optimal incentive contract). Based on the simulation computing, Section 6 is static analysis of two models; Section 7 concludes the whole paper and gives directions to the relevant future research aspects.
Model Assumptions and Model Building

Model Assumptions.
If VC has unified their investment intentions, the VC will provide outside capital ( ≥ 0). Assume that the VC is risk neutral and has the corresponding risk sustain ability to the possible profit and that EN is risk adverse. VC and EN are entirely rational (but in Section 3, we assume that EN is bounded rational behavior). The goal of EN's decision is to maximize the profits' utility, and the VC's decision target is to maximize the utility of their profits.
In different stages, EN puts out different efforts and denotes the effort he puts out in stage as , = 1, 2, . . .. Assume that the cost of efforts can be denoted as the monetary cost ( ). To simplify, assume that the EN's effort utility function is ( ) = (1/2) 2 , > 0. The effort cost of EN increases with the effort, and the accelerating speed is increasing. This means that the function satisfies ( ) > 0 and ( ) > 0.
Without losing generality, we consider the first and second stages (to simplify our model, this paper focuses on two stages, which is in response to the assumption of certain researchers, among which are Dahiya and Ray in 2012 and Wu and Lai in 2013), = 1, 2. In the first stage, the VC's decision variables include the fixed compensation , which is to the entrepreneur, the first stage incentive coefficient is (which can also be considered as equities) 1 (0 ≤ 1 ≤ 1), and the second stage incentive coefficient is 2 (0 ≤ 2 ≤ 1). We refer to ( , 1 , 2 ) as investment incentive contract. This paper discusses multistaged models, so we need to consider the time value of the profits. Therefore we assume that the VC's discount factor is , and the discount factor of EN is . Considering that the VC cares more about the future valuation of venture projects, and satisfy 0 ≤ ≤ ≤ 1. The gaming order and decision variables are in Figure 1 .
Model Constructions.
The profit of venture project is decided by the EN's efforts 1 and 2 , his capability , and the external random variable ( = 1, 2). The random variables 1 and 2 are independent, and ( ) = 0 and ( ) = .
Denote the venture project's revenue in each stage as ; then = + + .
(
Denote the EN's profits as , which equals the fixed compensation plus each stage's revenue. Therefore, the profit of the EN is
Since 1 = + 1 1 and 2 = 2 2 , we have a further representation of his profit:
Since we have assumed that the EN is risk adverse, his certainty equivalent income is CE, according to the literature [25] . (Literature [25] has detailed derivation process, if the reader needs to be obtained from the author.)
Among that, > 0 represents the level of risk avoiding, and (1/2) (
2 ) represents the risk premium. The profit of VC is
From now on we have the project's revenue representation and substitute it into the equation above and we have
Now that the VC is risk neutral, his expected utility is equal to his expected profit:
The VC will choose the investment incentive contract ( , 1 , 2 ) to maximize his expected utility: Remark 1. An illustration to the discount factors of VC and EN: since this paper is focused on a multistaged investment issue, profits in different terms should be discounted back to the first term. Therefore, there are two discount factor in this paper, one is the VC's discount factor , while the other is the EN's discount factor . The VC is more focused on the future profit. Therefore it is feasible to assume that ≥ . To ensure that the incentive coefficient is between 0 and 1, , must satisfy /( + ) ≤ ≤ .
Multistage Principal-Agent Model without Fairness Preference under Information Asymmetry
The decision of EN whether to accept the investment incentive contract offered by the VC is affected by the EN's potential opportunity cost. The EN will accept the contract only when his expected utility by accepting it is no less than the expected utility by rejecting it (which is called reserve utility 0 ), also known as the individual rational constraint (IR). That is as follows:
The VC hopes to pay as less as possible. Finally, it will equal the reserve utility 0 . So the individual rationality (IR) condition of EN can be changed to
If the EN accepts this incentive contract, he will absolutely input efforts 1 , 2 to maximize his utility. This is the incentive compatibility (IC) condition.
Its first-order condition is * 1 = (1/ ) 1 and * 2 = (1/ )
2 . So the incentive compatibility (IC) condition can be changed to
So the principal-agent model (I) is
Substituting the individual rationality (IR) condition and the incentive compatibility (IC) condition into expected profit function of the VC yields
The first-order for 1 and 2 is, respectively, *
Remark 2. 
Substituting optimal incentive coefficient into the incentive compatibility (IC) condition yields the efforts of the EN:
Multistage Principal-Agent Model under Information Asymmetry Based on Fairness Preference
One assumption of the multistage principal-agent model in Section 2 is as follows: VC and EN are completely rational.
In Section 1, we review in detail the meaning and definition of fairness preference. In this section, we implant fairness preference theory into a multistage principal-agent model. Let us first introduce F-S model [26] . Fehr and Schmidt define the fairness as self-centered inequity aversion. They assume that participants care about not only their own benefits, but also the difference between theirs and those of others. In addition, the evenness of income can affect the people's utility level. Given the allocation vector = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ), the utility function of participant is [26] 
The second item of the function right above measures the loss of utility caused by the inequity in inferior position. The third item measures the loss of utility caused by the inequity in superiority position. We assume that ≥ V , which means that participants in inferior position feel more inequity. We also assume that 0 ≤ V ≤ 1. V ≥ 0 implies that we eliminate those who enjoy being better than others, such as those pursuing social status and those with jealousy mentality. V ≥ 1 is not consistent with normal logic. The utility of participant is a function of , when is given. The conclusion of this model is consistent with the results of a great number of experiments. Meanwhile, the equilibrium of this model is unique, which makes it more convenient.
The principal-agent model based on fairness preference in our paper is mostly based on the multistage model. And we need to note that the equity will not only affect the behavior in current period but also affect the behavior in next stage. Our paper builds the model to analyze it based on such truth. In the relationship of venture capital, VC as principal has rights to distribute profits of the venture project, and the EN as an agent in a subordinate position is vulnerable to unfair treatment. So we only assume that the EN has fairness preference. In reality, the profit of EN is always less than the VC, implyingΠ 1 −̃1 > 0. So EN is always only with jealousy preference and without sympathy preference. Fehr and Schmidt's research shows that psychological jealousy is stronger than psychological sympathy [20] . The existing research shows that the decision-makers pay more attention to profits less than others, and they do not care when they have more profits than others [26, 27] . The experiment from the reference [28, 29] also shows that, in general, people show little enthusiasm when they have more profits than others. So suppose that V = 0.
According to the logic in function (17), we improve the F-S model of Fehr and Schmidt [20] .
wherẽ1 =̃+̃1̃1,
Effort level in the second stage is affected by the result of the first result, so we think that there are two trains of thought to determine the relationship betweeñ2, (Π 1 −̃1), and
The first one is to get relevant data by simulated experiment to fit the relationship betweeñ2 and (Π 1 −̃1).
The second one is to set the mathematical relationship between them.
Our paper is using the second one. We assume that the effort level̃2 in the second stage is affected by (Π 1 −̃1). The smaller (Π 1 −̃1) is, the larger̃2 is and vice versa. And
are satisfied. Figure 2 shows the relationship. We assume that̃2 can be divided into two parts:̃2 1 and 22 .̃2 1 is the effort not affected by fairness preference, and 22 is the effort which can be affected by fairness preference.
is not equal to zero because the profits of VC and EN are different, sõ2 will not tend to infinity. So we assume that the effort level of EN in the second period has a revers relationship with (Π 1 −̃1). Such a relationship can be tested by simulation. So we assume that We also assume that the profit under fairness preference is̃,̃= +̃+̃, where (̃) = 0 and (̃) = 2 . So the profit of EN under fairness preference is as follows:
Substituting (18) and (19) into (17) yields
According to Sections 2 and 3, determinately equivalent utility is
Among them̃2 1 is the optimal effort level without fairness preference, so we need to solve the optimal
The first-order condition of (21) implies that EN chooses the effort levels̃1 and̃2 1 to maximize his determinately equivalent utility:
Then we get the principal-agent model (III):
It is difficult to get the explicit solution of model (III) by mathematical method. However it is complicated, because we focus on venture investment management practice. In Section 5 we adopt the simulation to get numerical solution.
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A Simulation of Multistaged Agency Problems Based on Fairness Preference under Asymmetric Information
Considering its various parameters and its own complexity, we are facing great difficulty working out the analytical solution of model (III) in a direct approach, and, therefore, in this paper, we adopt a simulative algorithm. The multistaged agency model (III) belongs to the Stackelberg decision problem, and so far scholars have derived a series of algorithms accordingly [30, 31] . This paper focuses on the relationship of venture investment based on fairness preference, which is also regarded as a kind of bounded rationality. To seek for the multistaged agency model's equilibrium solution using the simulative algorithm, we assume that EN meets both the incentive compatibility constraint (IC) and the individual rationality constraint (IR).
The algorithm follows the process below.
Step 1. Initialize the numbers of parameters (see Tables 1 and  2 ) and take the first one for parameter .
Step 2. Use Matlab programming to calculate the objective function value of the VC and the values of the optimal decision variables̃1,̃2 2 ,̃,̃1,̃2 to meet the incentive compatibility constraints (IC1) and (IC2) and participation constraint (IR).
Step 3. Iterate Step 1 with the rest 27 value of parameter and thus attain all the optimal values for parameters 1 ,̃2 2 ,̃,̃1, and̃2 and the desired function values for VC.
Step 4. Take the value of parameters̃1,̃2 2 ,̃,̃1, and̃2 that make the maximum of all the 28 function values for VC. Such five parameters are composed of the optimal solution to this simulation.
Section 5 focuses on the influence of fairness preference on the decision of VC and EN. Therefore, when initializing the values for parameter , we need to take its distribution character into account. Here we assume that it follows a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 (see Table 1 ).
For other parameters' values, see Table 2 . Via Matlab programming, we acquired the simulation results of the simplified simulation model (see Appendix), which are showed in Table 3 .
We can therefore draw our first conclusion from the results exhibited in Table 2 . Table 2 different optimal results. From the table we see that the optimal utility for VC (shown in the second column of Table 2 ) is 1.75138 and that the corresponding values of other parameters (line 18 in Table 3) work as the parameters' optimal values for the model. Taking these specific optimal values into the following function (in model III) of EN's actual income,
we have the optimal actual income 0.57789.
A Static Analysis of Two Models
In the previous section, we have constructed two models based on two dimensions: whether the information is symmetric and whether the EN possesses fairness preference. Thus, naturally, when comparing the two, we derive the following questions:
(1) What is the size relationship between, in different stages, the optimal incentive values ( , 1 , 2 )?
(2) What is the size relationship between, in different stages, the optimal efforts ( 1 , We will focus on these three questions in the following part.
In Section 2, we looked into the multistaged incentive system of EN without fairness preference and thus obtained its explicit solutions.
To compare the solutions above with the situation under fairness preference, we set parameters' values as in Sections 1 and 2 and reach the simulation results in Table 4 .
From Conclusion 1 and Table 2 , we reach Conclusion 2.
Conclusion 2.
In a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, the incentive level will be higher, given that EN holds fairness preference, than those when EN holds no fairness preference. the incentive contract follows the solution for classic agency problem and the incentive level will be lower than that when being under fairness preference. The reason is that VC determines this optimal incentive contract with complete rationality, which means that when EN's utility is maximized, VC designs the contract based on maximizing its own utility. Therefore, there is no possibility for VC to share some benefits to EN. Second, if EN follows fairness preference, under information asymmetry EN might have a sense of circumventing inequality. Taking this into account, with complete rationality VC will raise the incentive level towards EN. Such raise can both eliminate EN's sense of inequality circumvention and stimulate EN's putting more effort as return.
Practical Suggestion 1. Fairness preference, in a relationship of venture investment, is the key factor to a decision-maker: EN Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 9 will put much attention towards the distribution of benefits. VC cannot write down every possible situation into the contract when information is asymmetric; thus EN will make every effort to obtain more benefit beyond the contract (such as focusing only on projects that benefit himself). Therefore, VC needs to give a greater incentive to EN. Compared with the condition under complete rationality, VC raising the level of incentives shows that it is proactively sharing some of his own benefit to the EN. According to the theory of fairness preference in behavior economy, VC is actually showing kindness to EN, and, accordingly, the EN will raise its efforts as return (shown in Conclusions 3 and 4) . Now that the cake becomes larger, both the EN and the VC will share a larger piece from this improvement. Hence, when designing the contract, VC is suggested to make necessary sacrifices to show its kindness (e.g., to offer more benefit or to provide some useful training and suggestion towards EN). Although those practices will surely lead to increased cost in the short-run, in the long term, it will function as a wise decision.
From Conclusion 1 and Table 2 , we also reach Conclusion 3.
Conclusion 3.
In a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, in both stages the effort levels that EN with fairness preference makes will be higher than those when EN is without fairness preference. In other words * 1 ≤̃1 * , and * 2 ≤̃2 * .
Comment 3. From the conclusion above we can deduce that there exists a long-run relationship between VC and EN. But to be succinct, in this paper we introduce a two-stage model. Conclusion 3 shows that if EN follows fairness preference, under information asymmetry it will make efforts higher than those when being without fairness preference.
Practical Suggestion 2.
Once having infused venture capital, VC and EN form a long-run cooperation; hence, a staged incentive is beneficial to VC. To be treated fairly in the following stages, EN with fairness preference will make more efforts in the initial stages. Thus at this point VC ought to pay careful attention to the factors that EN really cares about. The higher the VC's incentive levels are, the more the efforts will EN make for a better result of the venture project. On the surface, the success of a venture project will directly result from EN's effort level, but when taking the issue as a whole, it will indirectly result from VC's higher incentives. From Conclusion 1 and Table 3 , we reach Conclusions 4 and 5.
Conclusion 4.
In a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, the total actual income for EN with fairness preference is higher than that for EN without fairness preference.
This conclusion shows that the EN's fairness preference will lead to a Pareto improvement (in the form of an increase in the actual income). This is mostly due to EN's trying to circumvent the possible inequality: more efforts will be put on the venture project, the project's output will be improved, and EN's total actual income will therefore be raised.
Comment 4.
In Conclusion 4, we take EN's actual income as its utility. This is simply because in the agency problem model the individual rational constraint is tight and EN's utility is equal to the reservation utility 0 . Therefore, a discussion of actual income is of more practical meanings.
Conclusion 5.
In a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, the VC could obtain higher utility when EN is with fairness preference than when EN is without fairness preference.
Practical Suggestion 3. In a relationship of venture investment where EN might have a sense of circumventing inequality, VC, as the principal, should take the EN's fear of inequality into consideration. VC should realize that the contract designed under complete rationality is not its optimal choice and that its necessary benefit sacrifices for EN will result in EN's higher efforts as a do-good return. Hence, the venture project's return will increase, and so will the VC's profit. Such win-win contracts are current in corporate of Japan and Korea: they are willing to share their welfare with their partners and, in return, their partners will do good to these companies [32, 33] . Therefore, in a relationship of a venture investment, it is of great importance for VC to consider EN's fairness preference and form a shared contract, for this will determine VC's concern towards EN's focus and will make a win-win situation. Different from the one under complete rationality, with the help of a share contract, a more harmonious and profitable cooperation will be obtained. Also, in such a situation, both the VC and the EN will experience a Pareto improvement in their outcome, whether the information is symmetric.
Conclusive Remarks
This paper qualifies the relationship between VC and EN with such features as interactive and long term. VC provides funding to startup ventures with the purpose of capital appreciation, hoping the initial investment is getting recovered as soon as possible and EN is sparing no effort to operate the project. However, the efforts EN makes and the management ability it possesses are all EN's private information, which will lead to information asymmetry between VC and EN. Therefore, realizing the multistaged, changeful characters of EN's effort, we have modified the classic model for principalagency problem and have regarded EN's effort value as a dynamic parameter. And to simplify the model, we assume that there are only two stages.
Further, to make it more practical and closer to the real world, we introduce into the model the fairness preference. The modified model with fairness preference differs from existing models in two aspects as follows. First, when evaluating the utilities of EN (the agent) and VC (the principal), we use the second stage's result as the comparable factor. This is because the result of the first stage is unpredictable and therefore cannot be compared. In other words, the result of the first stage would not affect the EN's efforts in the first stage but only the efforts for the second stage. Second, we classify the efforts for the second stage into two kinds. One only considers the effort from EN without considering its fairness preference, and another takes into consideration the excessive effort from a fairness-preferred EN. However, the model becomes too complex to solve once EN follows fairness preference. We therefore adopt an algorithm of simulation to find out the optimal equilibriums under different levels of fairness preference and the values of discount factors. Thus, by constructing and analyzing the two models (one without fairness preference and another with fairness preference, both under asymmetric information), we draw the following conclusions.
First, in a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, the incentive level will be higher, given that EN holds fairness preference, than those when EN holds no fairness preference.
Second, in a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, in both stages the effort levels that EN with fairness preference makes will be higher than those when EN is without fairness preference.
Third, in a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, the total actual income for EN with fairness preference is higher than that for EN without fairness preference.
Fourth, in a relationship of venture investment where EN makes multistaged efforts and where information is asymmetric, the VC could obtain higher utility when EN is with fairness preference than when EN is without fairness preference.
Fifth, in a relationship of venture investment where EN might have a sense of circumventing inequality, VC, as the principal, should take the EN's fear of inequality into consideration. VC should realize that the contract designed under complete rationality is not its optimal choice and that its necessary benefit sacrifices for EN will result in EN's higher efforts as a do-good return. Hence, the venture project's return will increase, and so will the VC's profit.
However, there are other problems that need to be further studied.
First, how will the EN's fairness preference affect the principal-agency relationship in general? Would VC rather prefer EN with weaker fairness preference (a weaker tendency of envy) or one with stronger fairness preference (a stronger tendency of envy) ? Second, what is the relationship between EN's fairness preference and its degree of risk aversion? Will EN with stronger fairness preference choose to bear higher risk?
Third, in this paper we simplify the model into a two-stage one. To make it more practical and closer to the real world, we should instead consider infinite-staged model, which might become more sophisticated when building it and working out its result.
However, these issues mentioned above are what we will study in the future.
